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ABSTRACT 

A microwave ion thruster for detailed plasma diag- 
nostics was designed and fabricated. Plasma properties 
such as ion saturation current, space potential_ floating 
potential, electron temperature, electron density and 
microwave E-field intensity inside a discharge chamber 
were experimentally investigated. Ion loss distribution 
right over the magnets was also measured. Half-width 
of ion leakage distriion in ECR discharge plasma is 
twice that of DC discharge plasma in the same ion 
source. This large leakage half-width is caused by ioni- 
zation near the chamber wall and increases the ion loss 
fraction. This is the reason why the ion production cost 
of ECR ion thrusters has been so much higher than 
state-of-the-art electron bombardment ion thrusters with 
DC discharge. Nevertheless, the ion cost for all the ions 
produced in the discharge chamber is ahnost the same 
value, about 100 eV/ion, for both DC and ECR dis- 
charge. In order to improve the ion beam production 
cost., a short discharge chamber is desirable because the 
extracted ion f&action increases. 

For interplanetary scientifk space missions, a mi- 
crowave discharge ion thruster system up to a power 
range of 300 W has been under development” at the 
In&t&e of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS) 
since 1988. So Ear, however, diagnostic information in 
the discharge chamber is insuf?icient for performance 
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improvement. Thus, parallel to the thruster development, 
a special electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharge 
ion source with a re&nguk discharge chamber and 
square magnetic tracks was built for the purpose of a 
detailed experimental investigation of the ECR plasma. 
Fig. 1 shows the discharge chamber without grids. This 
thruster is equipped with two optical windows on oppo- 
site sides, o&ring a fke view through the discharge 
chamber. Two dimensiormlity of the ECR region in the 
cusped magnetic field is assured to simplify the obsuva- 
tion without Abel transfknation. Argon was chosen as 
propellant for the optical diagnostic investigations. The 
result of optical emission spectroscopy of argon ions 
and absorption spectroscopy of argon neutmls using 
tunable diode laser was reported in the last IEPC?. 

Fig. 1 View into the discharge chamber of the 
ECR ion source, designed for diagnostic meas- 
urements 

After the spectroscopic measurem enQ we per- 
formed several experiments with this ion source in order 
to obtain the plasma parameters all over the discharge 
chamber and to correlate it with the thruster perform- 
ance. Electrostatic probes were used to measure ion 
saturation current densi@ and electron temperature. A 
microwave probe was used for electric field intensity 
measurement. Ion current lost to the discharge chamber 
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waU was measured using a segmented ion collector for 
both DC and ECR discbarge in the same ion source. 

Tbis paper is organked as follows: in Sec. II, the 
design and fabrication of an ECR ion source for plasma 
diagnostics are introduced, The experimental setup is 
also described here. In Sec. lIl, plasma diagnostics using 
electrostatic probes and a microwave probe are shown. 
Ion loss rates to the magnets measured by a segmented 
ion collector are also presented here. From these results, 
thruster performance will be estimated and compamd 
for both ECR and DC discharge. Then the relation be- 
tween ion density distriLx&ons, ion loss distriiutioas 
aad ion beam production cost will be discussed. Ia Sec. 
IV, we state our conclusions. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

ION SOURCE AND VACUUM CFIAMBER 

Figure 2 shows schematic diagmms of tbe experi- 
rneatal apparatus of the ECR ion source ,the imaging 
system for emissioa spectroscopy and several hinds of 
probes. 5.9 GHz of microwave power is amplified by a 
LD7208 Traveling Wave Tube (IWT), produced by 
Nthon Electric Corporation @EC) and tmnsmhted to 
the discharge chamber through a rectangular wave guide 
in TElp mode. Input and reflected power are monitored 
by a directional coupler. The reflected power can be 
decreased to nearly 0 W by phase matching which was 
done by adjusting an FX tuner. 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams showing the experi- 
mental apparatus of the ECR ion source 

The ion source is iastakd ia a vacuum Chamber 
which is 60 cm ia diameter, 100 cm Ioag aad evacuated 
byanoildiionpumptoapressureasiowas1.0~ 
IO-’ Ton. Fig. 1 shows the rectangular discharge dam- 
berwhichis 12cmbigh, 12cmwide,7cmdeep~d 

made of mild steel to form the magnetic circuit of per- 
manent magnets in the discharge chamber. Samarium- 
cobalt magnets with magnetic field strengths of 4000 G 
at their surface are arranged to form the ring cusped 
magnetic field. 

Grid 

Fig. 3 Cross sectional view of the ECR ion source 
and measured magnetic field strength 

Fig. 3 illustrates the cross sectional view of the ion 
source, including the magnetic field smmgth, which is 
measured by a pair of hall sensors. The contour of 2 100 
Gauss indicates the ECR regions which correspond to 
the microwave frequency of 5.9 GHa. 

The position of the optical windows is also illus- 
trated. The ECR region is observed through these win- 
dows. The CCD camem records the two diiensionsl 
image of the plasma. 

3y placing a thoriated tungsten fikment in the dis- 
cbsrge chamber as a cathode, and applying negative 
voltage to it, it is possible to create DC discharge 
plasma like a ring cusp ion thruster. 

The grid can be 6xed at the position 15 mm iaside 
the discharge chamber exit to make the discharge cham- 
ber short. 

LANGMIJIR PROBE ANB EMI’IXNG PROBE 

Ion saturation curreat is measured by a Langmuir 
probe biased 120 V negative to the dischaige chamber. 
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The probe is made of tungsten-rod, which is 1.5 mm in 
diameter and surrounded by alumina pipe to f&m a 
plane probe. Although the ion saturation current is not 
subject to the strong magnetic field and microwave, the 
I-V characteristics of the probe might be distorted. Iva- 
nov et al. studied the influence of a rapidly altemating 
field on the results of Langmuir-probe measurements 
and proposed a criteria for deciding whether distortion 
is present4. In our case, the microwave field across the 

probe sheath i&, is calculated from the following equa- 

V;-, = EA, = 1 IN I m x 0.6 mm = 0.6 V (I) 

where E is the microwave field intensity and &, is the 

Debye length. This is smalkr than the average electron 

energy(‘/e=5-20V).Accordmgtotheircrite- 

ria, we can measure even electron energy distribution 

near the ECR region where the electron temperature is 

high and the micro~ve field is we if only the fohow- 

ing problem can be neglected. 
Strong magnetic field is another, but major, obstacle 

to probe measurements. Although there are a lot of 
probe theories with a magnetic field5, the measurement 
is not easy because the electron collection plane must he 
parallel to a magnetic field. For simplicity we use the 
probe theory in the absence of collisions and magnetic 
fields. The distriiution of electron temperature is just 
for reference. 

Plasma space potential V, is measured by an emit- 
ting probe which has a smaU tungsten-wire loop so that 
it can be heated to emission by the passage of a current 
over 11 A Floating potential is also measured with the 
probe without heating current. From the probe theory, 
the floating potential Vr is about 5.4 times kG negative 
relative to space in the case of argon. Comparing the 
value Y,Yrand the electron temperature calculated from 
the semi-log plot of I-V curve, both of which were 
measured at a point near the grid, we decide to use the 
value 5.0 instead of 5.4. Electron density is calculated 
from the ion saturation current and the electron tem- 
perature. 

These probes can be traversed in the axial and radial 
directions. The data were acquired every 1.6 mm in both 
d&CtiOnS. 

SEGMENTED PROIIE FOR WALL LOSS 
MEASlBEMEIL’?T 

In order to investigate ion wall loss to the cusped 
magnets or the chamber wall, ion saturation current was 
measured by a 10 channel segmented electrode which 
was biased 40 V negative to the chamber wall. The 
segmented probe was iocated 2 mm above the base 

plane of the optical window and measure the current 
distribution between the center of the cusp and the mid- 
dle point between the two cusps as shown in Fig 4. The 
probe is less perturbing than the langmuir probe. 

Fig. 4 Segmented Probe for Ion Wail Loss Meas- 
urement 

MICROWAVE PROBE (LUXTRON) 

?.A.- / r.Mbnvc *j y&__, _A 

Fig. 5 Luxtron Microwave Probe 
(reproduced from the Luxtron manual) 

Luxtron corporation has been developed a small, 
minimally-perturbmg, isotropic, and easy-to-use fiberop- 
tic microwave E-field probe. This probe contains a sus- 
ceptor sphere brought to thermal contact with a small 
Luxtron surface temperature sensing probe, and a refer- 
ence temperature sensor to correct for ambient tempera- 
ture changes as shown in Fig. 5. The temperatures are 
measured by Luxtron’s Fluoroptic” thermometer. The 
diierential temperature obtained between the two sen- 
sors is directly correlated to the field strength in a quad- 
ratic fashion and to the power level in a linear fashion. 
The use of the Luxtron microwave probe to measure 
microwave electric field inside an ECR plasma has been 
reported by Samukawa et ai6. 

The Luxtron microwave probe has a advantage of 
much less perturbation to the microwave E-field, while 
it has a disadvantage of more perturbation to the plasma. 
Although the probe itself is small enough, it must be 
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s4mwndedbya$ass.tube,*is10mmindiameter 
andtiuedwithcoohngair.Especianynearthemagnet 
surface, the probe diit+rs the ECR plasma arch be- 
tween the two cusps. 

Thedatawereacquiredevery2.5mmintheaxial 
dire&on and every 7.0 mm in the radial direction. 

BRCJBE MEA§UREMFNB 

AU the results were obtained under the condiion 
that the microwave power was 50 W and the argon gas 
pressure was 0.3 mToK without ion beam extraction. 

The ion saturation current density distribution has 
two Peaks near the ECR region between the susps as 
large as 16 mA/en? as shown in Pig. 6. It drops to the 
quarter of the maximum near the grid. In the observa- 
tion window, the plasma is perturbed by the probe and 
the high cuKent density region might have been diin- 
ished. We observed this Perturbation opti&ly, too. 

Figure 7 shows the plasma space potential. A high 
potential region (K-20 V) is widely located from the 
cusps to the center axis ofthe discharge chamber. There 
are potential drops in the inter-cusp region where the 
produced ions are loealii. This tendency contrasts 
with the result reported about DC discharge which has 
,:&%tiai valleys right over the magnets’. 

The electron tempemture (Fig. 9) is cakulated from 
t&e daference of the plasma potential (Pig. 7) and the 
floating potential (Pig. 8) divided by 5.0. The distribu- 
tion of the electron tempemtm eisfarfiomunifbrm. The 
peaksisIoGatedinthesamepositionasthatoftheion 
saturation current. The maximum temperature is 12 eV, 
while it is less than 4 eV on the center axis and near the 
grid. This indicates the ECR plasma generation and 
heating near the magnetic field strength of 2108 Gauss. 

EIec~cm number density is &mated kom the ion 
saturation current and the electron &mpemture, though 
the ktter is not accurate enough in the strong magnetic 
field. The Peak is localized at the corner of discharge 
chamber away from the grid as shown io Pig. IO. Iiow- 
ever,intherestpartofthediscbargechamber,tbedis- 
tribution is flatter than that of the ion samration current. 
This is because the ion satumtion current is prOportional 
not only to the ion density but also to the square root of 
the electron tmn~rature. The maximum value coincides 
with the cutoff density of 4.3~10’~ at the microwave 
fmqummyof5.9~.Evenifthegaspressureorthe 
microwave power m the density does not exceed 
the cutoff and the high density region only discs. 

Qure 11 shows the microwave E-field intensity 
distribution in abe ECR plasma. The peak near the ten- 

ter of the grid remainsinthecasetbatthesamemicro- 
wavepowerwashxputtothechamberintheatmos- 
pheric pressure without plasma as shown in Fig. 12. The 
second peak, which exists around the point of (r, 2)=(30, 
Jo) without plasma, disappears in the ECR discharge 

Plasma 
In the vicinity of the ECR region, the intensity is 2 

kV/m which gains an eiectron energy of at most 0.2 eV 
per gyromotion In the ECR plasm microwave tk+ 
quency is over 100 times larger than that of ekctron- 
neutral collisions. This means that an electron can be 
heated to the energy of 20 eV. 

Because of the perturbation of the gIass tube which 
Protects the microwave probe, the density near the 
magnet may decrease. This may have produced or en” 
huged the small hill of the E-field intensity between the 
magnets on the side-wall. 
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Fig. 6 Ion Saturation Current Density 
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Fig. 8 Floating Potential Fig. IO Electron Density 
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Fig. 13 Microwave Electric Field Intensity 

ION WALL LOSS CURRENT--NTS 

Figun 13 show the dtibution ofthe ion saturation 
current in tbeDC and ECR plasma. Most@ the distrii 
tion peak is seen at the ceoter of the permanent magnet 
as shown in Fig. 13, but in some 0th~ cases, especially 
in the ECR p&ma at the pressures of 0.1 mlbrr, the 
distribution mountain is rehrtively gentle and its peak 
moves off the magnet center toward the titer-cusp re- 
gon. in the previous work’, we have obtained the !umi- 
nous images around the ECR region by a CCD camera 
with au k&rtkrence f&r as shown in Fig. 14. The gra- 
dient d&rib&ion of the image of Ar PI (476.6 nm) on 
the magnet surface coincide with the ion saturation cur- 
rent distribution. Since the ECR ion source generates 
the ion near the cusped region, the plasma cor&nement 
by the cusped field becomes worse, and the total ion 
loss current is 2.7 times larger than that of the DC type 
ion source. 

Leung reported that the leakage aperture half-width 
For argon plasma tbrougb the line cusp is approximately 
twice the hybrid radius’; 

(2) 
Tine ‘half-width (HWFM) of2 mm with the magnetic 
Wield of0.2 T ofthe DC plasma is a little larger than the 
v&e cakukated with t:his empirical equation. This is 
probably because the shape ofthe magnetic field in the 
discharge chamber formed by large permanent magnets 
is quite dZerent &oin that ofleung’s ion source shaped 
as a picket fence. 
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Fig. 13 ion saturation current distn’butions of ECR 
and DC dischaqe on the magnet surface 

iFig. ‘12 Micrcwave Electric Field Intensity 
without wEma 
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ECRDidar& DCJ3isc&% 
Low 

Fig. 14 Ar II (476.6 nm) luminous images of ECR 
and DC discharge in the observation windows 

ION BEAM PRODUCTION COST AND ION 
LOSS FRACTION 

Discharge peffomance of an ion thruster is usually 
expressed by ion beam production cost Ci and propel- 
lant utihration efficiency %. These parameters are de- 
finedas 

ci=PII, (3) 

In order to estimate the performance of the ECR ion 
thruster,anionbeamcurrentwasextractednotbyac- 
ceierator grids which have the potential diffemnce of 
about I kV, but by a grid as a collector Actrode biased 
40 V negative to the grounded discharge chamber. We 
used this setup because of the limitation of the cap&&y 
of the smab &?&ion pump. The ion beam production 
cost is calculated by using the microwave power or the 
IX discharge power as P and the collected ion current 
asionbeam current A, in Eq. (3). In the vahx of P, the 
DC power input by a collector-bii power supply 
was included. Because the coUector absorbs ali the ions 
ftowing out of the discharge chamber, the estimated ion 
beam production cost is for the ion thruster whose ac- 
celerator grid system has the 100 % tmnsparency to the 
ions. 

In order to improve discharge performance, the 
fraction of produced ions that are lost to the chamber 
waU should be reduced as much as possble. Ion loss 
fraction is defined as 

f= IT+ 
Ia+& 

(5) 

In our fxperiment, collector current I, is considered as 
ia WaU loss current I, is estimated by muhip@ng the 
current density on the segmented probe and the surf&e 

srea of the magnets. Thusf can be obtained experimen- 
tally. 

Betweenfaud Ci, the basic equation 

1 ci = Go (1 _ f)& 
(6) 

exists, where C, is the average energy expended in cm- 
sting ions in the discharge chamber and 4 is the trans- 
parency of the grid system to ions which is 1.0 in our 
experiments. 

Figure 1.5 shows ion beam production cost as a 
function of ion loss fraction. Tbis plot includes both 
ECR and DC discharge data and a theoretical curve 
fittedtoaUthedata,where~issmumedtobe1.0and 
C, is calculated by the least squsres method. The single 
hyperbolic atrve is very well fitted to both ECR and DC 
dischsrge, which mesns several important things as fol- 
lows: 

1. Ion loss fraction of DC discharge is from 0.4 to 
0.5 and doesn’t vary very much with discharge condi- 
tions. This is because leakage half width W and 10s~ 
fraction f are almost independent of 4 and operating 
parameters have a small effect on T,‘. For DC discharge 
ion thrust-f is generally ir&IuenCed by only magnetic 
field strength or geometry. 

2. The reason why the ion production cost of ECR 
discharge is relatively high is that the ion loss fraction is 
over 0.6 and gets larger as pressure decreases. This re- 
sult coincides with the motion of the highly hmia~us 
part in the ECR plasma to the inter-cusp region. 

3. In spite of the diiTerence of ion loss i?actionJ C+J 
seems to be about the same for both ECR and DC di- 
charge. This implies that ECR discharge has the ssme 
level of e&iciency for producing plasma as DC discharge, 
even under the condition of low discharge pressure. 

. F.CR 0.5 mTon 

: * ECRl.OmTar 

A DC 1.0 mTorc 

J 

0.0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.” 

Io.LUSFwnion I 

Fig. 15 lon beam production cost and ion !OSS 
fraction 

From this experiment, ECR discharge is found to be 
not inferior to DC discharge in producing ions, but the 
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ability to extract ions is still worse. The discharge 
chamberwasde@edsothateachldndofdischqeis 
possible, but not optimked eqeciAy for ECR plasma 
generation. A shorter discharge dumber atakes it possi- 
ble to extract more ions befbre they are lost to side 
walls.TolocatetheECRregionnearthescreengrids 
will decrease the ion loss kction. 

IOIlEC8UlPtOdldO~Ch88lKlGasPlUSUtC 

rt Miclowave Power so w 

0 2 4 6 8 10 

Up (mTorf’) 

Fig. 16 Ion Beam Production Cost Improvement 
with a Short Discharge Chamber 

To decrease the ion beam production cost by in- 
creasiq extra&d ion &action, the grid position is 
movedtol5mminsidethe&amberexit.Theshorter 
dischargechamberwasimpro&remaAabiyintheion 
beam production cost as shown in Fig. 16. The ion pro- 
duction cost imxeaxs as discharge pressure decreases. 
The improvement of ion beam production cost is larger 
at lower pressure. Thebeamcurrentimxases 5oo%at 
the maximum. The largest ion cost is 193 eV/ion at the 
pressure of 0.1 mTorr. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the discharge chamber of the microwave ion 
thruster, high energy electrons are local&xl around 
ECRregion.Thisincreaaenotonlytheion~on 
current there but also ion loss flux to the chamber wail. 
Half-width of ion leakage distribution in ECR discharge 
plasmaistwicethatofDCdischargeplasmainthesame 
ion source. The large ion loss fktion make3 the ion 
production cost of ECR ion thrusters so much higher 
than state-of-the-art electron bombardment ion thrusters 
with DC discharge. Nevertheless, the ion cost for all the 
ions produced in the discharge chamber is almost the 
same value, about 100 eV/ioh for both DC and ECR 
discharge. It is expekxntaUy confirmed that a short 

discharge chamber which has a screen tid near the 
ECR region improves the ion beam pmduction cost 
because of the! incrwae of th8 ex&xtai ion bction. 
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